Abstract -The development of Internet as well as overall communication technologies has created a very competitive communication market. In fact. there is no doubt that in the near future, every company and perhaps every person in the world will have an physical or wireless Internet access via an ISP (Internet Service Provider). Thus, the Internet became a very complex global network which represents an oppor tunity to provide worldwide value-added services requiring a certain level of quality of service (QoS) such as QoS-VPN (Virtual Private Network), VoD (Video On Demand). tele learning, e-Cornmerce, etc. Thus, we propose in this work to extend this approach in order to integrate new mechanisms that will allow customers to request end-to-end services. This assurance covers the QoS as well as associated parameters such as cost. The proposed solution introduces interoperabil ity mechanisms between ISP policy based management sys tems and uses mobile agents to facilitate the negotiation be tween domains. The agent negotiation process is constrained by a set of predefined policies in order to limit the boundaries of the SLA parameters such as the cost. QoS, etc.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet became at the center of all communications between end users, customers and companies. It is clear that IP will be at the heart of many future services such as VoD, e-commerce, e-Iearning, etc. Internet service providers are thus companies seeking new way of doing business. While at the first time, the objectives was to provide more and more bandwidth to attract customers and allow them to use freely bandwidth consuming services, the recent results have shown that this approach was not necessarily the more efficient one as many customers were not satisfied by the provided service. In fact, it is recognized that end-users do not have the same expectation from the network, Some are only interested by low level QoS applications such as emails and are not willing to pay a lot while others, request high-level QoS for business applications, VoD, etc and are ready to pay a higher price. The approach that is gaining more approval now is the dif ferentiation between customers so that the provided service is not the best one but the one that corresponds closely to the end users' requirements. Service Providers are therefore investigating opportunities to providing differentiated SLA (Service Level Agreement) to their Customers to identify the terms of agreements concerning the quality of each provided service from the requested source access point to the destina tion access points. Quality of Service can cover many aspects of the relationship and not only the performance, for instance it includes aspects such as service provisionning time, cus tomer care, maintenance, security, billing, etc. These agreed terms are all grouped and identified in the SLA (Service Level Agreement).
Nowadays, many ISPs have already start to apply this strat egy in their domain and the SLA became a differentiation fac tor between them. From the customer's perspective, the main choice criteria is the capacity of the provider to fulfil its con tractual responsibilities as defined in the SLA and to respond to its future requirements. The first aspect is usually well sat isfied as operators have a better knowledge about users' satis faction and perception of QoS, In fact, in each domain, ISPs have gained experience in the translation of customers' ser vice demand into operational performance parameters. This is particularly true because the operator has a complete con trol over its physical equipments and then can configure them to satisfy as much as possible its customers' requirements. However. this necessitates that the customers' access point are reachable from the ISP POP (Point of Presence). The customers can control the provided service using monitoring information usually provided by the operator itself.
However. when the customer destination access points are not all in the ISP domain, the process became more complex. In fact, the ISP is not able to control the end-to-end behavior End to end IP QoS assurance using policy based multi-agents SLA management systems of the provided service and need to collaborate with peer ISPs to define the special treatment to apply to services that span their respective domain. Nowadays, this process is realized using fax and telephone and necessitates a long delay-time to allow the administrators to verify the agreed terms and to set up the network elements' configuration. The complexity of approach reduces the possibilities of agreements and increase the risks of customers' unsatisfaction due to the perturbation of their services.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the possibil ity to automate this process so that the negotiation can be achieved in a shorter time without any human implication. Each ISP specifies its high-level business policy in term of collaboration rules with other ISPs to provide services span ning a number of administrative domains. We suppose that each ISP has already installed a management system that is able to configure (and monitor) network equipments to pro vide certain classes of service (mainly we are concerned with DiffServ classes). ISPs can define different collaboration strategies to offer end-to-end SLA to their customers.
The complex aspects of this negotiation are the various pa rameters to consider as well as their semantic in each domain. For instance. a gold service in one domain could be different from a gold service in another one. Thus, when an ISP ne gotiate with its customer an end-to-end gold service, it has to verify whether the customer traffic will be served as a gold service from ingress point to egress point even if the service go through a different domain. So if gold services from peer domains are not equivalent in term of QoS with the local gold service, then ISP has to find out a solution to maintain the ini tial agreed level of service. One solution will be to upgrade the requested service in the peer domain, i.e. ask for a pre mium service instead of a gold service in the domains where gold services have lower QoS than the local gold service.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: sec tion 2 describes the background concepts for the purpose of this work. Section 3 presents the objectives of this work. The following section presents the proposed framework for inter domain policy based management using mobile agents. Sec tion 5 describes the architectures of the different components of the framework. And finally a conclusion and intended fu ture works.
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS

POLICY BASED MANAGEMENT
The main input for this work is the result of the Policy Working Group [1] of the Internet Engineering Task Force that has accomplished a lot of work in this area. This group has defined a scalable and secure framework for policy def inition and administration [2] [3] . The framework defines a set of components to enable policy rules definition, persistent storage and enforcement H]. (PDP) that is the decision-making component. The adminis trator has access to the PBM system through the management console. It is the GUI that allows the definition and the main tenance of policies. These later are defined according to the high level strategy of the organization as well as the various SLA established with end-customers. Policy based manage ment systems require a global information model to capture all information needed to perform policies i.e. information about the network equipments, the services, the customers, etc. Different models have been proposed such as the DMTF (Desktop Management Task Force) called CIM (Common In formation Model).
The CIM is an extensible model that captures every notion that is applicable to all areas of management: system, net work and users information as well as policy definition [5] . It is an implementation neutral schema for describing overall management information in terms of objects instances, prop erties, relationships, classes, and subclasses.
It extends the existing instrumentation and management standards such as IETF/SNMP, DMTFIDMI, ISO/CMIP, us ing object-oriented constructs and design. DEN another ini tiative, which is an ad-hoc group of DMTF, has worked out on a specification of management using directories. It has mainly defined an information model for network elements and services as well as its representation in LDAP. This work has strongly influenced the CIM definition.
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT (SLA) AND SERVICE LEVEL SPECIFICATION (SLS)
SLA is a formal negotiated agreement between two parties, sometimes called a Service Level Guarantee. It is a contract that exists between the Service Provider and the Customer, designed to create a common understanding about services, priorities, responsibilities, etc. [3] .
The technical parameters agreed between the two parties are specified in a sub-pan of the SLA called SLS (Service Level Specification). It specifies how the customers' traf fic will be treated by the provider network [6] . From the operator perspective. individual metrics have to be identi fied and enforced in the network in order to provide the cus tomers with the agreed SLA. Hence monitoring mechanisms should be activated to control the behavior of the network. These tasks and parameters are called Service Level Objec tive (SLO) [6] .
AGENT TECHNOLOGIES
Mobile agent technology is now J recognized concept for distributed systems management [7] . In fact, mobile agents are widely used to solve problems encountered in large scale distributed and real-time systems where the volume and com ;:.exity of the interactions make it difficult to implement clas sical client-server solutions.
Generally, an agent can be considered as an assistant or helper, which performs routine and complex tasks on the user's behalf. In the context of distributed computing, an agent is an autonomous software component that acts asyn chronously on the user's behalf. Agent types can be broadly categorized as static or mobile [8] [9] .
The main motivation of using this technology is driven by the desire to automate the control and management processes related to policy negotiation between various administrative domains while simplifying the interaction model by delegat ing some responsibilities to agents [10] [11] [12] .
OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK
Nowadays many ISPs have provided a QoS IP infrastruc ture allowing new type of services such as: IP voice, Video, Virtual Private Network, etc, However, the services are only provided in the ISP domain. In fact, it has been found to be v-ery complex to deploy these services upon a set of multi provider domains. When deploying such services in this con ext. the configuration tasks became very complex because of the difference in operators' strategies and the heterogeneity of their underlying network technologies.
This difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that each provider nas its own service definition (premium. gold, silver, etc) and consequently complicating the definition of the end-to-end service. Nowadays, these tasks are mainly performed through human interactions using faxes and telephone calls between .he various organizations and manual configuration. This approach introduces high-level misconfiguration risks as well as long delay time for service provisioning. Thus, the •'::ea of this work is to automate the negotiation and config .iration procedures so that to allow rapid end-to-end service introduction with negotiated SLA.
The starting point of the overall process is a customer will ing to use a service spanning several administrative domains. Each domain belongs to a particular ISP that has its own ob jectives and strategy but willing to cooperate with other ISPs to offer these end-to-end services with negotiated SLA. The ISPs possibly use heterogeneous underlying network tech nologies, nevertheless, we assume that each organizational domain has deployed a Policy-Based Network Management System playing the role of Bandwidth Broker (BB) for its do main and thus providing a uniform interface to configure the underlying network.
Based on these assumptions, the objective is to enhance the BB with capabilities allowing the interaction with peer BB to negotiate local and multi-providers SLA. The interaction will be based on a set of predefined agreements established between the various ISP in the 121 SLA (lSP to ISP SLA). These agreements are the formal negotiated terms between an ISP Provider and an ISP Customer for service delivery. It is designed to create a common understanding about services, priorities, responsibilities. etc between the ISPs. Similarly, end-users can establish a SLA with a particular ISP for the provisioning of an end-to-end service which characteristics are captured in the C2I SLA (Customer to ISP SLA).
When the service requested by a customer span a number of ISPs' domain. a negotiation process has be launched be tween ISPs in order to set up the customer service from end to end For instance, if the customer requests a service span ning several domains, the initiating ISP hJS to search for the various routes to the destination customer access point. If dif ferent routes are possible, then the process should identify the best solution according to the customer preferences in term of QoS, Price or any other aspect defined in the requested SLA. Thus, it is necessary to enhance the PBM framework in order to take into account the multi-party process of policy based management as described in the Figure 2 . ISP2ISP SLA and C2ISP SLA are conceptually the same but different in term of realization as they do not address the same level of service granularity and time scale. In fact, the C2ISP SLA has a fine granularity of service definition while the ISP2ISP SLA has a wide granularity. This means that the negotiation process between ISPs is usually none frequent and based on a large amount of bandwidth for each negoti ated service while the negotiation between a customer and its ISP is usually more frequent and concerns smaller amount of bandwidth for each requested service.
The automation between ISP PBM systems will hide the complexity of the end-to-end negotiation process. In fact, the different ISPs can have different agreements with each others to provide connectivity to the same destination, thus permitting a competitive market to take easily place.
PBM approach will facilitate the representation of ISP strategies through policy rules however it will not facilitate the automation of the negotiation process itself. For this rea son, we propose to use mobile agents as a flexible approach to introduce PBM over multi-domain lP networks,
The motivation to use mobile agents is the fact that ne gotiation between the customer and the ISP and an ISP and another ISP may be very complex and it will be higher facil itated if some kind delegation is realized to reduce the high Mauro Fonseca and Nazim Agoulmine End to end IP OoS assurance using policy based multi-agents SLA management systems number of interactions if a classical client server protocol is used. Hence, the philosophy of policy based management will help this approach as agent can themselves carry busi ness policies so that the negotiation and the decision can be performed locally.
NEGOTIATION OF cos PARAMETERS
In order to understand the problem, we have taken the topology presented in the Figure : 2 as the main use case for this work. This figure shows four ISPs willing to cooperate in order to provide end-to-end services. We have completed it with information at the network level. Let suppose that the ISPI is implementing the following quality of service strat egy defining 3 classes of service:
• Gold: Traffic in this category is allocated 50 percent of the available bandwidth.
• Silver:Traffic in this category is allocated 30 percent of the available bandwidth.
• Bronze: Traffic in this category is allocated 20 percent of the available bandwidth.
The three service are defined using the following QoS pa rameters : delay, jitter, packet loss and throughput which af fect the customer's traffic and are part of the negotiated SLA. At this point, we didn't take into account, for simplification reasons, other parameters of the SLA as described in [13] .
If the customer requests a service between his site a re mote site, the delay that the customer's applications will see is the end to end latency introduced all along the network path due to queuing, processing or congestion in each inter mediate node. In our case, we have to deal with the multiple domains networks behavior. In this case the global latency is additive, i.e.
Vend2end = 2.::;' =1 Vi
The jitter is the distortion of the inter-packet arrival times compared to the inter-packet times of the original transmis sion (i.e. delay variance). Jitter is particularly damaging to multimedia traffic. In the case of a connection spanning mul tiple domains delay variation accumulates on an RMS basis, i.e.
where Dn is the mean one-way delay of Domain nand Vn is the standard deviation of the delay variation of Domain n.
The loss is the failure of a transmitted packet to be re ceived, usually because it was dropped at some point along the network path due to congestion. Thus when spanning multiple domains the loss probability accumulates on a prob abilistic basis. i.e.
Let suppose that the objective of the ISP 1 is to maintain the previous service in the following boundaries. The way the ISP divides its bandwidth and how it distributes it between different classes is independent from the requirements of the customers. However. the ISP has to assess his choices in the middle term according to the network utilization and the QoS failure in the network (monitoring loop).
• Gold: If these services have to be provided from end to end, the ISP can't assure that all crossed networks in the path to the destination POP will assure these services. Thus, there is a need to collaborate with remote ISPs in order to identify the locally available services and their corresponding QoS and define the corresponding rules.
As presented. we have introduced two types of SLAs : The Customer to ISP SLA (C2I SLA) and the ISP to ISP SLA (121 SLA).
C21SP SLA SPECIFICATION
The SLA between the customer and the ISP specifies the following information: l)who is the customer, 2)what ser vice he is willing to have. 3)when he is willing to use it. 4)from where he is going to use it (and how to monitor the provided service for billing purpose and cash back in case of failure). The four units that describe this SLA are introduced in the Internet draft [14] and presented in the following: • The fourth is the monitoring unit including parameters concerning the monitoring of the service which is 110t yet considered in this work.
Traffic descriptor describes the packet streams of the cus tomer for which the QoS unit attributes apply. This can be a DSCP, a TCP or UDP Source Port, a Destination Port. a Protocol, a Layer2Specification.
Load descriptor describes the type of load the customer is going to send or receive as well as the treatment to none con form traffic. These information will allow the PBM system to '~l up the right policing of the traffic at the customer ingress access routers. Excess traffic can be dropped. shaped or re marked.
The main parameters are:
• Delay unit:
-Max Delay to be seen by each conforming packet.
-Max Probability that this max delay is not re spected,
• Loss unit -Max Loss Probability defining the experience of end-to-end loss of conforming packets.
-Max probability that this Max Loss is not re spected.
• Jitter unit -Max Jitter seen by each conforming packet (Mean Jitter seen by conforming flow)
Based on these information, we have upgraded the domain information model with an object class representing the C2I SLA. It is mainly composed by a set of attlibutes representing relationships to other object classes such as customer class. time validity period classes, SAP classes, Type of graph class, QoS unit class. As example of an agreed SLA. mainly based on the work introduced in [14] , we presents a customer 1 willing to set up a video conference service with a customer 2 located in a remote geographical position in the same operator network. Some enhancements to the draft work are introduced to high light the QoS parameters in the SLA.
The instance object model for this example is presented in the following Figure 3 .
We didn't consider billing information in this initial model :'.'r simplification reasons but this important aspect will be ~~nsidered in future works.
REQUIRED INFORMATION MODELS
\\'hen a sen ice spans a number of ISPs' domains. a nego tiation process between ISPs has to be launched in order to control the end-to-end behavior of the service.
This negotiation process can be performed in two different ways:
In this first approach called synchronous approach, ISPs that are willing to cooperate initiate a negotiation. This pro cess allows the exchange of capabilities information between the ISPs i.e. service definitions in each ISP domain (pre mium, gold. silver. etc). the minimum bandwidth allocation per service for inter ISP links. the usage cost of this service, available POPs, etc. Thus. each time a customer requests a new sen-ice. the associated ISP has already the knowledge about the various peer ISPs' services, QoS and cost to take a decision. When a new allocation is realized with a remote ISP, inter-domain resource usage and resources allocation in formation are maintained. This approach necessitates a regu lar update of information between the ISP so that any changes in one domain can be notified to other domains. For example, if one ISP changes its service cost, it has to notify the changes to the peer ISPs.
An other approach, called asynchronous approach set up a central ISP information repository that contains information about all existing ISPs. ISPs do not have any a priori knowl edge about other ISPs. When a service is requested. the cus tomer defines its service access points (SAP). If the destina tions SAPs are outside the ISP domain. then a request is sent to the central repository to search the list ofISPs to which the customer SAPs are connected to. Then, the initiating ISP negotiates with the peer ISPs an end-to-end service. This scenario is similar to what a trader does for distributed ap plications in an Open Distributed System, The central repos itory functionality can be provided by a specific VASP (Value Added Service Provider).
Both approaches are interesting. however we have focused in this work on the first approach that means that the initiating ISP knows exactly what are his peer ISPs to the destination SAPs.
INTER DOMAIN INFORMATION MODEL
The initial interaction between ISPs permits to identify what are the reachable networks across these ISPs domains (this can be also learned implicitly through an external rout ing protocol such as BGP or explicitly through the negotia tion protocol) and what type of services each ISPs is offering (qualitative information such as voice, video, data, premium. gold, silver. bronze),
In order to maintain theses information in the information model ofthe ISP, we have added new object classes such as :
Peer ISP class: represents the peer ISP that could be part of the service chain to the remote access point. It contains all the information that identify the remote ISP, its Points of Presence (POP) and exchange points (EPl with other IS?s.
Peer ISP service class : represents a description of the portfolio services provided by the remote ISP. This class per mits to maintain detailed information about the quality of ser vice provided by a remote ISP as well as its properties (cost. security, etc) for each service. Peer ISP SLA : represents inter-domain SLA between the local ISP and the peer ISP. lt represents the agreed tenus be tween two ISPs concerning the delivery of a particular ser vice. This SLA is very important when monitoring the quality of service of the provided service and identifying any viola tion of agreed contractual parameters.
ISP21SP SLA SPECIFICATION MODEL
An SLA between ISPs has an aggregate structure compar ing to the SLA between a customer and an ISP. As previously explained, the main difference concerns the level of granular ity of a service an ISP can request from a peer ISP. For exam ple, a customer can request a DSO service to an ISP, however an ISP can't ask less than a NxTI service, N is defined by the ISP providing the inter-ISP service. The N parameter is then a negotiation parameter that could influence the choice of the remote ISP for the delivery of the end-to-end service.
In this case, each ISP has to maintain a resources model that represents the resources that are available in inter-ISP links to remote peer ISP networks. Each time an ISP receives a request for a new service from a customer, it has to verify whether there is enough resources at the time of activation of the requested the service to the destination domain. Thus a forecast model should be defined and maintained in each domain to calculate during time the allocation and utilization of resources in the inter-domain communications.
The proposed ISP to ISP SLA is shown in Figure . + (an instance of a Video service trunk SLA is represented).
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
After the definition of the various models necessary to maintain information about the resources and SL.;,. we pro pose in the following an agent architecture to help the realiza tion of the negotiation process between the various domains. The idea is to allow the agents to haw enough autonomy to 28 negotiate the best service on the behalf of the customers or ISPs depending on their predefined strategy.
The ISP SLA management system is also based on a set of agents however these are static agents performing local operations. The agent approach permits to decompose the management system into components that can be easily com bined with the underlying PBM components. The PBM sys tem allows the effective control and configuration of the ISP' network equipments to reflect the high level agreements as shown in Figure 5 .
• SLA subscription (SSU) agent: this agent is responsi ble for the interactions with the customer agent to sub scribing a new SLA. As a result it creates an C21 SLA object in the common information model as well as re lated objects.
• Inter-domain SLA subscription (ISSU) agent: this agent is responsible for the processing of all SLA ne gotiation with peer ISPs. It uses an ISP agent to interact with remote ISPs. As a result it creates 121 SLA objects in the common information model as well as related ob jects.
• SLA Admission Control (SAC) Agent this agent is re sponsible to:
Interact with the eN agent for the verification of the terms the new SLA with the available resources in the domain and between domains.
Get available resources in the domain with NRl\M agent.
Get available resources in the inter domain with INR'\t\l agent.
Create and sends new C2ISP SLA objects as well as related objects to NRAM agent.
Create and sends new 121 SLA objects as well as related objects to INRAM agent. • Network resource allocation model (NRAM) agent : this agent keeps an up to date information about the available resources in the ISP network as well future re sources allocation.
• Inter-domain network resource allocation model (lNRAM) agent: this agent keeps an up-to-date infor mation about the available resources between peer ISPs network as well as the future allocation of resource,
• Policy generator (PG) agent: it main role is to trans late accepted SLA into operational policies and store them into the ClM.
• Customer negotiation (CN) agent: is an agent that is instantiated by the customer for the purpose of negotiat ing end-to-end SLA with its ISP.
• ISP negotiation (IN) agent: is an agent that is instan tiated by an inter-domain SLA agent for the purpose of negotiating end-to-end SLA with the peer ISP.
• The Policy Decision Point (PDP) : is the decision making component that takes as input policies that are stored into the CIM and takes the configuration deci sions contained in the action part of the triggered policy rules,
• Common Information Model Repository Agent: It is the CIM object manager. The CIM is the database that contains the instance of the CIM classes and assure the persistency of the PBM system.
INTERACTION PROTOCOL BETWEEN A CUSTOMER AND AN ISP
In the case where the service requested by the customer can be fulfilled directly inside the ISP domain, the interaction protocol between a customer and is based ISP is based on agent interactions only inside the ISP domain.
In order to represent these interactions, we have used the approach proposed in [5] . The SLA negotiation protocol is composed of 6 services: Submit, Refuse, Accept, Propose and Cancel that are self explained in the Figure 6 .
The interaction diagram in the Figure 6 shows the scenario where the customer delegates to its agent the authorization to negotiate locally any proposal from the ISP that is different from the initial request. The customer specifies the maximum and minimum boundaries for the negotiated SLA parameters as well as a priority in the negotiation process between these parameters.
Simple rules can be used to represent this policy: In case of a local negotiation, further rules can be specified such as: 
INTERACTION PROTOCOL BETWEEN TWO ISPS
If the ISP is not capable to satisfy the end-to-end terms of the requested service in case where the service span a number of ISP domains, i.e. the requested SAPs are not all internal, the negotiation process became more complex. In fact, the in teraction protocol between an ISP SLA management system and a peer ISP should be triggered to identify the possible routes with the requested QoS to the destination SAP belong ing to remote ISPs. This process is launched in two cases : when there is no previous allocation of inter-ISP resources or when the available resources for inter-ISPs communications 30 Similarly to the previous negotiation process, the inter actions between ISP domain necessitate almost the same phases, as showed in Figure 7 . However, the ISP can not negotiate the exact requested values for SLS parameters as the remote ISP will not for small allocation of resources for inter-ISPs communications but rather on aggregate, Thus the ISP has to define the strategy to delegate to its negotiation agent. For instance, the ISP can fix different constraints rules concerning the maximum cost per Mb it would like to pay, the boundaries for the allocated bandwidth, jitter and loss proba bility, the maximum time to service (MTTS), etc. Hence, the agent should specify to the remote ISP whether, the local do main will be used a stub domain or as a final domain. If it is a stub domain, this means that the final SAP is in a different network otherwise it is directly connected to the ISP domain.
To express these information in a neutral manner to avoid heterogeneity in data representation between domains. the re quested SLA is represented in XJvIL. Thus we have defined new tags to define the agent strategy when negotiation with the peer ISP domain.
NETWORK RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODEL
The network resources allocation model agent is respon sible for maintaining an up-to-date model of temporal re sources usage. In fact, when an ISP accept an SLAs, it has to activate in a permanent manner or at a certain date/time/duration the corresponding service. Thus, we have defined an agent that is responsible to maintain this model so that to be able to control the acceptance or rejection of new reservation requests according to the available resources.
In this work, we presents one way to maintain this re sources model using tables. We suppose that the ISP has ini tially setup a set services (presented here as P for premium, S for silver and B for bronze). Each service has a certain amount of initial allocated bandwidth. When SLA are agreed with a customer or a remote ISP, the available resource of the corresponding service decrease.
The aims of the various tables is to represent a forecasting model to take into account services that are not activated in a permanent manner. A more efficient approach would have been the use of a symbolic approach however it is more com plex to define. In this allocation tables, we suppose that the minimum reservation slot time is I hour. Each time an SLA is agreed to provide a service at a certain date/time/duration, its corresponding slot is marked.
Thus. we have specified one Time !011IZI31-tISI617181 9!101111121131 UI15/16117118119IZ0IZ1!ZZIZ31
Usage % 101010101010!010101301301301301 °1 °101 °1°1°1°1°1°I °1°1 Table 2 . Bronze service table.
The Table 2 shows the reservation of 30% of the band width allocated to the Bronze service between SAPI and SAP2. The ISP is able to accept any future reservation re quest as far as the service bandwidth allocation is not fully used.
The same process apply to inter-domain resource model and corresponding agent.
POLICIES GENERATION
When an SLA is accepted, the SLA subscription agent transfers the decision to the policy generator agent that cre ates the corresponding policy rules into the CIM. These poli cies are by the PDP in order to enforce the corresponding configuration in the ISP network through the various PEP.
The policies are defined in term of rules as described in [15] . The policy rules are created according to the accepted SLA terms. They are expressed in term of condition part and action part. When the condition part is verified, the action part is executed. These policies are represented in the CIM using three main classes as follow:
Policy'Timel'eriodt.ondinon == True) THEN (executerVendorPolicyAction i). VendorPolicyActionl is transformed by the PDP into a more precise action object according to the underlying tech nology. For example. in the case of Diffxerv, the action classes will be mapped to DiffServ configuration actions. VendorPolicyAction2 can be a simple packet accounting ac tion at the interface in case of a flat cost or a complex action in case of a multi-valued billing schema (i.e. session duration. amount of exchanged data. etc l.
Rule 2 -concerning the Customer commitment to send a traffic of a certain profile. The rule that constraint the Customer traffic will be defined as follows: At this stage of the work. we have only address simple rules but more work is necessary to address all the possible cases.
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
The developed prototype for this system is based on Java as programming language. ObjectSpaceTM Voyager ORB 3.0 [16] as the mobile agent platform. DiffServ over Linux [17] and OpenLDAP-2.0.23 [18] . DiffServ over Linux is used to specify various classes of services in the ISPs' domain, the OpenLDAP server is used to implement the common infor mation model and finally Voyager ORB is used to develop the multi-agents SLA management system as well as the cus tomer negotiation agent.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our proposal, we have introduced several aspects of ne gotiation between a customer and an ISP and between two ISPs. We have proposed a multi-agents architecture to facili tate these interactions in a flexible and dynamic manner. The multi-agents system is built on the top of a policy based man agement system that controls the behavior of an ISP network. The customer specifies the QoS it requests from its ISP in terms of a C2I SLA. Among other information. this SLA de fines the maximum acceptable price the customer is willing to pay for that service. The customer delegates to an agent the negotiation process with the peer ISP which decides whether to accept or reject the request.
Different interactions strategy between the customer agent and the ISP have been defined depending on the level of dele gation provided by the customer to its agent. When a service spans a number of administrative domains, a negotiation pro cess is launched between ISPs in order to satisfy the hop-by hop assurance of the requested service. Each ISP specifies at a high level its strategy in term of policy rules and let the multi-agents system automatically decide whether to accept or reject the new request according to the available resources and what cost to apply.
This approach has shown an interesting starting results and many other results are expected.
As future works. we are working on the mapping between the SLA level and the network level as it has been realized in a trivial manner in the first prototype. It is also planned to study in a more detailed manner the impacts of the ISPs' strategy on the global QoS and pricing in an open telecom market.
